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Executive Summary

Paxon Group ("Paxon") has been engaged by the North Metropolitan Health
Service ("NMHS") to undertake the development of a costing model for the

parking fees charged to health staffat its municipal hospitals.
The costing model has been developed in order to identify the full cost of
providing parking services to health employees'

The model has been developed to accommodate the costs of providing parking
to both staff and visitors, utilising historical volumes, forecasted costs and
allocated capital costs.

The inputsfrom which the costs were derived comprised of the Wilson Parking
management fees, City of Perth levies, repairs and maintenance costs and
allocated capital costs.

The total costs of providing parking services, using the 2013/L4 budgeted costs
and allocated capital for Royal Perth Hospital("RFH"), King Edward Memorial
Hospital("KEMH"), Princess Margaret Hospital("PMH") and Fremantle
Hospital("FH") were $6.5M, $0.8M, $1.2M, and $2M respectively.

These costs were allocated on the basis of total car bays, employee parking bay
days andvisitor carbay hours' The allocation methods utilised are discussed in
section 6.

The costs associated with each output (staff and visitor parking costs) and cost
per unit measure are summarised in thetable below.
Table I T talondPer Urn't OSts by hospital

^^^,^

Hospital
Total Direct Operating Costs

$1. ,904,845 $31.4,723

$ a. 59,706

$ a. 54,500

Total Nori-Direct Operating Costs

$463,604 $408,425

$ 450,297

$ 45, ., 007

Total Capital Costs

$4,306,755 $,.,. 0,979

$ 605.8, .8

$ I. ,383,450

Visitor Unit Costs ($/Hr)

$ 5.06

$ a. .80

$ 3. ,. 3

$ I. .52

Staff Unit Costs ($/Day)

$ 9.66

$ 4.78

$ 6.62

$ 7.6, .
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A in of Mode

Paxon Group ("Paxon") has been engaged by the North Metropolitan Health
Service ("NMHS") to undertake the development of a costing model for the
parking fees charged to health staffat its municipal hospitals.
The development of the model aims to assist the Department of Health
("DOH") in ensuring the fees charged to staff at its municipal hospitals are set
on a "cost recovery" basis - in line with the methodologies prescribed in the
Department of Treasury's guidelines "Costing and Pricing Gouernment
Seruices".

Further, the model has been developed to assist the department in setting the
fees charged to visitors in addition to stafffees.
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Department f Treasury - Costing and
Priing of Government Service

The Western Australian Department of Treasury ("DOT")issues guidelines for
usebyagendesin the WesternAustralian publicsector detailing the prescribed
approach in costing and pricing of government services. I The section below

outlines the intentions of the guidelines as well as the costing concepts which
have been applied in the costing model.
2

Intention
The guidelines are intended to help agencies to better understand their costs
and the factors that have the greatest influence on those costs (i. e. the cost
drivers). Specifically, the guidelines should assist in:

determining the full cost of services provided by public sector agencies
to assist with resource allocation decisions and when seeking
reimbursement from other government agendes; and
setting appropriate prices for services that are to be sold.
22

Fees, Taxes and Charges
The DOT guidelines describe the technical legal distinction between fees and
charges;

There is a technical legal distinction between fees and charges. The
term fee' hos been interpreted to mean 'cost recouer!/'2. Therefore, the
Ieuel of o fee should be set on o basis that giues a reasonable
e. ,77ectotion that cost recouery will not be exceeded, in order to comply
rutth the enobling legislotiuepotuer. ly"ofee is set at o Ieuelbeyond what
would reasonably be e, q, ected to recouer costs, in practice it mou houe
become a tox. ly"the enabling legislation onlyprouidesfor alee, in oking
it a tax would muondote it.

Unlikefees, there is no legol barrier to seto'rig 'charges' to exceed cost
recouery (o1though doing so mou be contrary to 90uernmentpolicy, OS
discussed below). Chorges, unlike fees, ore for seruices that ore
discretionary from the point of Diezti of the consumer. Hottieuer, there
ore other tests for determining if o chorge that is set to exceed cost

recouer!I has become a tax, ond if there is doubt then legal aduice
should be soughtfi. om the State Solicitort; Q6'ice".

' Costing and Pricing Government Services, Fifth Edition, April 2007
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Costing Models
The DOT guidance defines the costs for indusion in the costing and pricing of
government services as below. The methodologies used in the costing model
followthese prescribed concepts.
2

Direct Costs

Direct costs are costs that can be attributed directly and unequivocally to a
service. They are the costs that can most easily be identified when examining
the service that is to be costed. Direct costs are also the most likely to be
considered as variable costs, i. e. they will change in direct proportion to
changes in the quantity of service provided. Including:
staffcosts including on-costs;
office equipment which is expensed on purchase;
energy andwater charges;
purchased services such as maintenance;
consultants or contractors;

consumable supplies; and
the cost of inventory consumed in the course of producing aservice.
2

2

Indirect Costs

Indirect costs are costs that are not directly atLributable to a particular service.
They are sometimes referred to as overheads and can indude, for example,

'corporate' costs such as the chief executive officer's salary or costs associated
with executive administration, financial services, human resources, records

management, information technology and rental of realproperty (i. e. buildings
and land). Consistent with the objective of reporting on the fullcost of services,
wherever possible these 'corporate' costs should be allocated to the relevant
service where there is a rational basis for doing so. Depending on the
circumstances of individual agencies, some of these costs may be regarded as
either direct or indirectinduding:
pro-rata allocation of associated overhead costs; and
capital related costs.

2.3.3 Capital Related Costs
Capital related costs are not cash related concepts but are relevant in pricing
governmentservices.
2.3.3.1.

Asset Valuation

In line with DOT guidance and the DOH's significant accounting policies, land
and building assets measurement subsequentto initial recognition is based on
the revaluation model. This is significant as the associated capital costs will
largely influence the total costs.
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Land and buildings are to be carried at fairvalue less accumulated depreciation
and accumulated impairment losses. In the case of car parks, where market
based transaction evidence is unlikely to be available, the fair value of land and
buildings is determined on the basis of existing use
the depreciated
replacement cost.
2.3.3.2

Depreciation

The following depreciation methods are employed:
buildings: diminishing value; and
plant and equipment: diminishing value.
2.3.3.3 Opportunity costofCapital

The opportunity cost of capital, or, "return on assets", involves recognition of
the fact that resources tied up in the assets could have been utilised elsewhere
to generate returns. Calculation of the opportunity cost of capital should be

based on the written down current cost of the non-current assets and working
capital used by the activity, multiplied by a predetermined rate. Where debt
(incurred either by borrowing or through an external, arm's length third party

leasing arrangement) has been used to finance the purchase of an asset, the
interest should be deducted before arriving at the opportunity cost of capital, if
it has alreadybeen induded in operating costs, to avoid any double counting.
As per the Western Australian Financial Administration bookcase the
opportunity cost of capital rate is 5.6%.
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Me hodo ogy

ridMo e

The methodology employed by Paxon is consistent with the Department of
Treasury and Finance guidelines established in the publication entitled
"Costing andPricing of GODernment Outyuts, Guidelinesfor use by agencies. "
Accordingly, the model provides a means for fee pricing on the basis of "cost
recovery .

The processes undertaken in the development of the model have been
communicated with and conducted in consultation with the Metropolitan
Access and Parking Department ("MAPD") and Ralph Beattie BOSworth
("ERB"). This collaborative process has enabled the development of the model
and the accuracy of results.
In developing the costing model Paxon implemented the following
methodology:
3 ,.

Project Engagement
Paxon met with relevant Department personnel in order to establish the
methodology for the project, the process for review and the timeline for the
project.

32

Financial Definition
Paxon obtained relevantfinancial and other information from the Department
required to develop the costing model. The Department provided information
including cost centre statements offinaricial performance, fixed asset data and
historical volume demand data.

33

Cost Allocations
Cost items within the cost pool were allocated across all car bays. Allocations
involved a series of two processes that are illustrated in section 6.

34

Engagement of Quantity Surveyor
To ensure the accuracy of the capital costs Paxon engaged quantity surveyors
Ralph Beattie BOSworth to estimate the depreciated replacement costs of
metropolitan parking assets.
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Mode Structure

In developing the costing model, Paxon identified the relevant costs to the
Department in delivering parking services and allocated these costs to staff and
visitor parking services.
The modelstructure below illustrates the process by which the fees have been

costed. Each stage of this process is discussed in the following sections.
figure I: Costing Model

Direct Costs

Wilson Fees

CoP Fees

direct Costs

Maintenan

MAP Overhead

Capital Costs

Allocation Method

Staff Fees

Visitor Fees

As shown above, allocation methods were employed to map costs to staff or

visitor parking services. The various allocation methods utilised in the costing
modelare illustrated below, and discussed in detailin section 6.
figuree: Allo otion MethodsEmploged

Total Costs

Second
Allocation

First Allocation

# of staff
Total Costs ,

Staff bay
days

bays
# of visitor
^

bays
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4

Output Cost Formula
In summary, the cost per unit for visitor and staff parking services is detailed,
respectively, in the formulae below:
Equation I: Per unit utsitor costs

visitor bays

Total Costs * totalbo S
Visitor Volume
Equation e: Per unitstoffcosts

Total Costs * total bO
Staff Volume
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Cos s

Costs relating to the provision of parking services have been identified to form

the cost pool for the model. In addition to MAPD cost centres, the costing
model considered costs from the Wilson Parking Management, City of Perth
Levies, and allocated capital costs.
5 ,.

Direct Costs
Direct costs associated with the provision of parking services identified in the
modelinclude:

maintenance and repairs, running costs;
City of Perth levies; and
Wilson management fees.
52

Indirect Costs
Indirect costs associated with the provision of parking services identified in the
modelindude:

MetropolitanAccess and Parking Department Overhead.
Specific corporate support costs were identified, in consultation with
Department personnel, as directly relating to the provision of parking service.
Accordingly, relevant corporate support cost items were funy allocated for
provision of parking services in the costing model.
53

Capital Costs
Capital costs associated with the provision of parking services identified in the
modelinclude:

Depreciation - The depreciation costs allocated to the provision of
parking services to represent the decrease in value of the assets (most
significantlythe at-grade parking bays and multi-deck parking building)
and the allocation of these costs of assets to periods in which the assets
are used; and

Opportunity Cost of Capital- The opportunity cost of capital is the
notional expected rate of return forgone by bypassing other potential
investments for the capital tied up in the parking assets. Please refer to
section 6 for a detailed walkthrough of the cost of capital calculation.
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Total Parking Services Cost Pool
The total parking services cost pool and its respective quantities are shown in
the following chart.

figure3' Total Costs

Tota Cost Pool
City of Perth Levy
Wilson - Management Costs
34%

Repairs and maintenance
Allowance and running costs
MAP Administration OH

Depreciation
Cost of Capital
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Capital Related Cha ges

As the capital related costs represents a significant portion of the total fees it
warrants a walkthrough to demonstrate the methods used in arriving at the
fees allocated.

As perthe DOT's Costing andPricing GODernmentSeruices section 3.3 Copttol
Related Costs there are two aspects relating to the use of government-owned
assets in the delivery of a service that must be considered in any analysis offun
cost:

Depreciation charge: the determination of an appropriate depreciation
charge; and
Cost of Capital: recognition that the funds invested in the assets have
alternative uses and therefore some allowance should be made for a rate
of return on those assets.

Section 3.4 Physical Assets -Asset Valuation detailsthe valuation of the assets
employed in the delivery of a service are an important matter because the

valuation has a significant impact on the depreciation charge and hence
opportunity cost charge. All asset values (based on depreciated replacement
cost) and remaining economic lives were estimated by quantity surveyors

Ralph Beattie BOSworth - fonowing section 3.4's guidance.
Table 2 below details the depreciated replacement costs for each respective
hospitals car park- as estimated by RBB.
Table e: DayreciotedReplocementAsset Costs

E^^^
RPH

Depreciated Replacement Cost

404

At Grade

$ 269,200

1749

Multideck

$ 27,080,000

KEMH

441.

At Grade

$ 388,200

PMH

205

At Grade

$ a. 27, ,. 20

,. 46

Multideck

$ 2,750,000

208

At Grade

$ 1.26,080

603

Multi-Deck

$ 6,465,000

FH

Equation 3 below details the method used in computing the allocated
depreciation and opportunity cost of capital, once again fonowing section 3.4's
methodology. Please note that for high density urban parking such as multideck parking the significant capital costs result in substantial amounts of
depreciation and opportunity costs.
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Equation 3: CostqfCopitolColculotion

Cost of Capitol =
Deprectoted Replacement Cost
Remaining Economic Life

Opportunity Cost of Capital = Carrying Value of Asset* WABFAB, OPP Cost Rote
6 ,.

Deprecation
Deprectoted Replacement Cost

Depreciatio' ' ( Remaining EconomicLtfe '
The depreciation charge above represents the allocated cost of use (and
degradation) of government assets.
62

Cost of Capital
Opportunity Cost of Capital = Carrying Value of Asset* WABFAB OPP Cost Rote

The opportunity cost of capital recognisesthat funds invested in assets used in
the supply of a service have alternative uses i. e. the monies invested in the
hospital car parks could have been earning interest in abank account.

Table 3 below displaysthe total depreciation and opportunity cost of capital for
each metropolitan hospital for 20L3.
Table3: Depreciation andOpportunity Costs (20J3)
Hospita I
RPH

KEMH

PMH

FH

Total Depreciation

$ 2,775,200

Total Opportunity Cost of Capital

$ a. ,53, ., 555

Total Cost of Capital

$ 4,306,755

Total Depreciation

$ 89,240

Total Opportunity Cost of Capital

$ 2, ., 739

Total Cost of Capital

$ a. ,. 0,979

Total Depreciation

$ 444,700

Total Opportunity Cost of Capital

$ 1.6, .,,.,. 8

Total Cost of Capital

$ 605,8, .8

Total Depreciation

$ I. ,01.4,350

Total Opportunity Cost of Capital

$ 369.1.00

Total Cost of Capital

$ ,., 383,450

, Western Australian Financial Administration Bookcase
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Table 4 below demonstrates the per unit impact of the allocated capital costs
on each hospital.
Table 4: Per unit inpactqf OStqfCopitol
Hospita I

Per Unit Cost of Capital

RPH

$ 6.23

KEMH

$ 0.64

PMH

$ 3.30

FH

$ 5.29
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Alloca on Me hods

A range of allocation methods were utilised to map total costs to staff and
visitor costs. The following chart summarises the allocation methods
employed.
figure 4: Summary of Allocation Methods

Total Costs

Second
Allocation

First Allocation

Staffbay ^
days

re^.
^in
7. ,.

Car bay
hours

First Allocation
Following the identification and pooling of all related expenses, costs were
allocated to the staff and visitor parking services by the relative number of
visitor and staff bays. The table below shows the relative number of bays for
staffand visitors at each municipal hospital.
Table5: Total number ofstq@'and Dim^orporking boys, by hospital

2

RPH

,. 48, .

599

2080

FH

963

a. 46

,.,. 09

PMH

35, .

a. 37

488

KEMH

389

24

4.3

Second Allocation
7.2. ,. Staff

Following the allocation of expenses to staff parking costs, e>, penses are
distributed by the number of forecasted staff bay days ("SBD") purchased at
each hospital. Staff bay days were calculated by assessing the total revenues
and fees charged to staff ($/Day terms). Historical SBD's were compared to
forecast to ensure accuracy.
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7.2.2 Visitors

Following the allocation of expenses to visitor parking costs, expenses are then
distributed by the historical volume of car bay hours utilised by visitors to each
hospital.
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Cos

f Parking Services

Ou p

S

The table below summarises total costs and per unit costs, for both staff and
visitor parking services, at each municipal hospital.
Following the prescribed concepts from the DOT, a recommended feelcharge
for both staffandvisitors is set at the equivalent of full cost recovery.
Paxon reviewed the costs determined for each fee in respect of cost recovery.
Based on fullcost recovery in accordance with DOT policy, it is recommended
the current fee structure is reviewed inline withthe outcomes of this report.
Table 6: Total undPer UnitCosts

City of Perth Lew

$ I. ,509,849

$

$ ,. 39, ,. 06

$

Wllson - Management Costs

$ 29, ., 995

$

$

$

Repairs and maintenance

$ a. 03,000

$ 4, ., 200

$ 20,600

$ ,. 54,500

Railway Road car park

$

$ 96,379

$

$

Off site parking'bus

$

$ a. 77, ,. 43

$ ,. 77, .. 43

$

Lease for Car Park 7

$

$

$ 35,473

$

Total Doc

$ a. ,904,844

$ 3, .4,723

$ 372,323

$ a. 54,500

MAP Administration OH

$ 463,604

$ 408,425

$ 450,297

$ 45, ., 007

TotalNDOP

$ 463,604

$ 408,425

$ 450,297

$ 45, ., 007

Multi Deck Depreciation

$ 2,708,000

$

$ 4, .2,500

$ 969,750

Multi Deck Cost of Capital

$ I. ,5, .6,480

$

$ ,. 54,000

$ 362,040

At Grade Depreciation

$ 67,200

' 89,240

$ 32,200

$ 44,600

At Grade Cost of Capital

$ ,. 5,075

$ 2, ., 739

$ 7.1.1.8

$ 7,060

Total Capital

$ 4,306,755

$ ,.,. 0,979

$ 605.8, .8

$ I. ,383,450

Total Costs

$ 6,675,204

$ 834, ,. 28

$ I. ,2, .5,823

$ ,., 988,957

Vl, Itor Unlt Costs ($/Hr)

$ 5.06

$ I. .80

$ 3. ,. 3

$ ,.. 52

Staff Unit Costs($/Dan

$ 9.66

$ 4.78

$ 6.62

$ 7.6, .
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Appendix A - Relevant Do umen s

Costing andPricing GouernmentSeruices
Fifth Edition, 2007, Department of Treasury and Finance
h WWWtr u .wa. ov. aucm u ladedFilesc in
ent ervl

ricin

overrim

a n1200 df

Report50, Hospital Parking Fees
Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislations
hit : WWW arliamentwa.
u ubliation Id a ers. nsfdis in
r 8L 822coc6a62 6a fb b 82 a60002bi2 2 file 822. of

FinancialAdministration Bookcase

Department of Treasury and Finance
htt ' WWW. r su .wa.
b udt n0 6 df. n 2 I

cm u 10 dedFile

NIIZA6349CPFee CostModel

PaxonGroup
Available on request
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